
 

 

[December 2018]  Hong Kong  

Global home furnishing and lifestyle brand, 
SONDER living, have recently opened a new store in 
Dubai, UAE and also re-launched their existing 
Hong Kong store, both in collaboration with upscale 
retailer Indigo Living. These stores, now known as 
SONDER living @ Indigo, focus on ‘Unique Lives in 
Designed Spaces.’  Celebrating originality, 
craftsmanship and a bold design philosophy.   

These SONDER living @ Indigo stores offer 
consumers, interior designers and project managers exclusive access to collections from celebrated 
contemporary designers. From classic Californian vibes and clean lined elegance to eclectic 
individualism and mid-century modernism, each of SONDER living’s designers brings a unique 
perspective to the brand.   

Designers include British icons, Kelly Hoppen, MBE, Fashion and Interiors Designer Tracey Boyd and 
Martin Waller from iconic Andrew Martin; Los Angeles-based designer, Thomas Bina, widely regarded 
as one of the pioneers of the sustainable furniture movement; and best-selling collections by in house 
brand Maison 55.  Stores will also carry lighting by Nellcote Studio, wall art by Coup&Co., and a selection 
of carefully curated accessories to complement each living space.  

QUOTES:  

 “At SONDER living, our focus is on creating unique living spaces,” says Geoff Hawkes, CEO. “Our opening 

of the store In Dubai and re-opening the store in Hong Kong is a significant milestone for the SONDER 

living concept, and an opportunity to introduce our diverse range of global designer brands.  We look 

forward to working in partnership with a world leader in retail like the Indigo living, who share our 

passion for design excellence, great craftsmanship and exceptional customer service. ” 

Geoff Hawkes, CEO, Sonder Living 

“Indigo Living has been providing a reason to Live Beautifully for almost 40 years. We are constantly 

developing new products and looking for designers that align with Indigo’s design 

philosophy.  SONDER living’s stable of designers are creating the perfect products to fit within this 

philosophy. We are proud to announce that you can now find these products in Hong Kong and Dubai 

at the SONDER living @Indigo showrooms. It is the start of a long term partnership that will continue 

to provide our Indigo customers with the beautifully designed, well-crafted furniture and homewares 

that they have come to expect from us.”  

John McLennan Co-founder & Executive Chairman, Indigo Living  

 

 

 



 

 

“Indigo Living have been working closely with the  group for a number of years now so we are excited 

to extend this relationship to their new Sonder Living retail concept. Our design consultants and sales 

teams are delighted to be able to offer our customers an even wider range of beautiful home 

furnishings.”   

Tracy Fitzpatrick, CEO, Indigo Living  

 

Sonder Living at Indigo  

2F, Horizon Plaza, 2 Lee Wing St, Ap Lei Chau 
Tel: 2799 5878  
Open daily: 10 am – 7:00pm 

 

About SONDER living: 

SONDER living is a premium home furnishings and lifestyle retail concept.  The first SONDER living 
store opened in January 2016 in Los Angeles and has since expanded across the globe.   

It is a subsidiary of Rochdale Spears Group, a global design, manufacturing and distribution enterprise 
providing high-quality furniture and accessories. The Group continually invests in design and product 
development and employs over 3,500 people around the world.  It is a trusted manufacturer of high-
end furniture and supply major retailers globally.  www.sonderliving.com 

 

About Indigo Living :  

Indigo Living is an award winning home furnishing retailer and interior design service provider that 
has been trailblazing trends across Asia and the Middle East for close to 40 years. With 8 stores across 
Hong Kong, in-house furniture design and styling teams and an interior design service, Indigo Living is 
the go-to leader for on-trend, elegant and inspiring home furnishings that help its customers live 
beautifully. Indigo Living’s home collections comprise everything from furniture and home décor, to 
textiles, entertainmentware, lighting, rugs and more. It also offers a range of safe, fun and 
educational kids furniture, toys and gifts through its brand Indigo Kids.  

 

 

 

For media enquiries, please contact: 

Chloe Li, Marketing Manager, Indigo Living Limited         

Tel:  2555 4649  

Email: chloeli@indigo-living.com  

 


